On parental leave from your private practice? Relax, you’re covered.
Lawyers about to become parents sometimes ask about their coverage
while on parental leave. The answer is simple: if a lawyer was in
private practice before taking the leave and was covered under the
Program policy, and then suspends private practice for “family
(or illness) reasons” (with intention to return) for up to five years,
the lawyer is eligible for $1 million per claim/$2 million in the
aggregate of run-off coverage during the leave.
While the standard LawPRO run-off coverage is capped at a
one-time limit of $250,000, that coverage is designed for lawyers
leaving practice permanently, whether due to retirement or a
career change. Many retiring lawyers assess their risk and buy-up
their coverage to a higher limit as part of their efforts to conclude
outstanding work and wind down a practice. Lawyers on parental

leave are in a different position: they are more likely to be leaving a
busy practice midstream, without having closed all of their active
files. They may also be leaving behind work done as part of a team,
the members of which could be exposed to financial risk if a claim
arose after their colleague’s coverage limit was reduced. For these
reasons, run-off coverage up to the standard policy limits supports
risk management continuity not only for the lawyer, but for
colleagues. The lawyer on leave is responsible, of course, for making
appropriate arrangements to transfer files to others in the firm,
along with appropriate instructions. For a checklist to help with
this process, see the textbox at the end of our article see “Taking
parental leave? You have options!” on practicepro.ca.
For full details of eligibility, please see your LawPRO policy. n

Welcome Jerry B. Udell
LawPRO is pleased to welcome Jerry B. Udell to its Board of Directors. Jerry is a lawyer and certified specialist in real estate law.
He has over 40 years’ experience in the practice of real estate and land development law. Practising with Windsor, Ontario’s
McTague LLP, Jerry became partner and head of the firm’s Real Estate and Patent and Trademarks Department in 1998 after joining
the firm in 1994. He is counsel to numerous banks and credit unions as well as the Office of the Public Guardian and Trustee.
Completing her service with our Board is Carol Hartman, who will continue her practice with Sudbury’s Miller Maki LLP and
as a Bencher of the Law Society of Upper Canada. We are grateful for Ms. Hartman’s dedicated service to our Board.
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ways lawyers can minimize their exposure to malpractice claims. The
material presented does not establish, report, or create the standard
of care for lawyers. The material is not a complete analysis of any of
the topics covered, and readers should conduct their own appropriate
legal research.
The comments in this publication are intended as a general description
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